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Overview

An appropriate design of the propulsion system for micro helicopters is an important task since most of the power on the
helicopter is used for propulsion. While it is common to optimize the rotor aerodynamics, the drive train is mostly neglected.
This is not sufficient for the rotor design, since it is not guaranteed that the electro motor can drive the rotor at its optimal point.
Thus it is crucial to include the drive train in the simulation. This is done by using numerical Blade Element Momentum Theory
(BEMT) for aerodynamic simulation which is extended by the drive train equation for truthful simulations. The new code is then
used to investigate different rotor blade parameters on the drive train on the muFly helicopter. The results show that for the given
drive train a thin blade with moderate camber, strong taper and twist performs best in turns of thrust to electrical power ratio.

1. INTRODUCTION

Micro helicopters are designated for applications such as
surveillance and security, search and rescue or inspection and
exploration. Existing examples are the muFR helicopter devel-
oped by Epson [1], the CoaX 2 developed at ETHZ [2] and the
MICOR developed by the University of Maryland [3]. All those
helicopters are limited in their autonomy time due to the low
performance of the rotors in the low Reynolds number regime,
where viscosity effects such as laminar separation bubbles [4]
or early separation, strongly reduce the efficiency. In fact, the
power required for the propulsion of a micro helicopter is more
than 90% of the total power consumption. Therefore, proper
design of the propulsion group is very important.
One goal of the European project muFly is to investigate and
optimize the propulsion group of a micro helicopter to achieve
longer flight duration [5]. In most literature, e.g. [6], [7], [8],
only aerodynamics is considered for the investigation and op-
timization of the propulsion system. However, finding the aero-
dynamically optimal blade is not sufficient for optimal propul-
sion design. If the electric motor can not drive the blade at
its optimal operation point, the blade optimization is pointless.
It is therefore crucial to include the motor and gearing con-
straints in the process of propulsion optimization.
Another problem faced by rotor designers is the quantification
of blade efficiency. In aerodynamics, the Figure of Merit (FM),
which is the ratio between the mean ideal induced power and
the total power, is often used to quantify the efficiency. Its use
is problematic [9], since the induced power at constant thrust
can be increased by a higher induced velocity. At the same
time, the total power is increased, which is undesired since it
lowers the thrust to power ratio. Strictly speaking, the FM is
only a reasonable choice if the power loading is kept constant
[10]. To fulfill this condition a priori is not possible. In principle,
the rotor blade design seeks for maximal thrust using minimal

electrical power for a long autonomy time. Hence, the thrust
to electrical power is an appropriate efficiency measurement,
which includes the constraints of the drive train. Of course, for
an appropriate judgment of the performance of the rotor, the
total thrust has to be considered and the desired specifications
have to be fulfilled.

2. BLADE ELEMENT MOMENTUM THEORY

As a first step a simulation tool to predict the aerodynamics
of the rotor is developed. This tool has to be accurate, fast
and flexible to simulate as many different rotor setups as pos-
sible. The approach used is a variation of the classical numer-
ical Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT). The classical
BEMT uses certain assumptions to obtain a closed algebraic
equation [10], for example that the CL − α polar is a linear
function. This is only partly true, especially in the low Reynolds
number regime. Our approach avoids such simplifications by
solving the ’exact’ BEMT equations for every blade element.
The main problem of the unknown inflow angle φ is solved it-
eratively by combining the panel method code XFOIL [11] with
momentum theory. The blade is split into elements, initial con-
ditions (e.g inflow angle φBET) are chosen and the thrust val-
ues dT are calculated using the aerodynamic coefficients pre-
dicted by XFOIL (Blade Element Theory). Those thrust values
are then taken to calculate the predicted inflow angle φMOM

by the momentum theory

φMOM,i = tan−1

(
vI,i

Ωri

)
,(1)

vI,i =

√
dTi

2ρ dAi
,(2)
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where dAi is the infinitesimal rotor disc area, ρ the air density,
vI,i the induced flow velocity, r the distance to the hub and Ω
the rotor speed at the considered blade element i.
The difference between the two inflow angles Δφ = φBET −
φMOM is minimized by adapting the inflow angle φBET. The
procedure of the BEMT simulation is shown as an overview in
FIG. 1.
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FIG. 1. Flowchart of the Blade Element Momentum Theory
simulation.

Tip losses are taken into account using Prandtl’s tip loss model
[9]. The resulting code allows to simulate rotor configurations
using different airfoil profiles and features like twist or taper
without incorporating any experimental or other external data.
Before the simulation can be used for the prediction of the rotor
performance, the BEMT code has to be verified. Since there
is only rare literature with experimental data available [12], a
rotor test bench is built to measure thrust and drag torque of
different rotor blade designs (Fig. 2).
The test bench is equipped with a force and a torque load cell
sensor to measure the resulting thrust and drag torque of the
tested rotors. Two motor controllers are used to run the rotors
at the desired angular velocity, while the sensor data is col-
lected by a data acquisition module. By measuring the current
used for the motors, the drag torque of the single rotors can
be determined even in coaxial mode. The rotor heads on the
test bench are designed such that the blades can be mounted
rapidly and precisely at different pitch angles. A rapid proto-
typing machine allows a fast manufacturing and provides the
flexibility to generate complex shaped blades. The whole test
bench is controlled by a PC allowing to run different measure-
ment modes. Operation of the test bench in single rotor oper-
ation is also possible.
With the help of this test bench, the BEMT results are vali-
dated. In Fig. 3 the BEMT results for a single rotor with differ-
ent rotor profiles are compared to the measured data showing
the flexibility and accuracy of the BEMT code for all the pro-

FIG. 2. Test bench for rotor blade optimization. (a) 2x Maxon
EC 45 flat 30 W motor, (b) 2x optical encoders, (c) RTS
5/10 torque sensor, (d) FGP FN 3148 force sensor. The ro-
tor blades are manufactured with a rapid prototype machine.
Not shown data acquisition module NI USB 6009 and the two
Maxon Epos 24/5 motor controllers.

files examined.
Despite the good performance of the code, there exist also lim-
itations: for instance, only moderate pitch angles can be sim-
ulated. As soon as the flow detaches from the airfoil, XFOIL
is not able to predict the correct performance anymore. Addi-
tionally special features such as ’Gurney flaps’ or special tip
shapes can not be simulated.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the BEMT results and the measure-
ments for different blade profiles (R = 0.06m, c = 0.02m,
θ = 14◦).

3. DRIVE TRAIN EXTENSION

After validation, the given electro motor and gears are inte-
grated in the BEMT code. The differential equations for an
electro motor [13] can be simplified and written as
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Jmotω̇ =
κMU − κMκEω

RΩ
− dRω − ML,(3)

with the moment of inertia Jmot, electrical and mechanical mo-
tor constants κE and κM, the input voltage U , the electrical re-
sistance RΩ, the friction coefficient dR and the external torque
ML.
For the extended BEMT simulation, only the stationary solu-
tion ω̇ = 0 of (3) is of interest. The applying external torque
ML is the drag torque Q, caused by the rotor, reduced by the
gear

ML =
Q

ηgearigear
,(4)

with the gear ratio igear and the gear efficiency ηgear. The
drag torque of the rotor can be defined as [10]

Q = cQπρR5Ω2 = cQkQΩ2,(5)

with the rotor radius R, the torque coefficient cQ and the rotor
speed Ω. Using the relation of the motor speed to the rotor
speed ω = igearΩ, the resulting equation for the rotor speed
Ω is

cQkQ

igearηgear
Ω2 +

(
dRigear − κMκEigear

RΩ

)
Ω(6)

−κMU

RΩ
= 0

with the only unknown parameter cQ, the torque coefficient.
Measurements have shown that the rotor torque coefficient
stays about the same over the considered range of rotational
speeds, whereas the influence on the thrust coefficients is
much stronger. The idea now is as follows: the rotor is defined
and simulated by the BEMT simulation for a chosen rotational
speed. The calculated torque coefficient is then used to
calculate the resulting rotor speed on the drive train using
Equation (6). This rotor speed is the new input for the BEMT
simulation to calculate the final thrust. Now the thrust to
electrical power ratio can be determined and the performance
of the blade evaluated.

4. SIMULATIONS

The new code is used to investigate different rotor setups.
There exist infinite possibilities for the rotor blade design. Es-
pecially the diversity of the blade profile makes the investiga-
tion difficult. In order to have a structure for the airfoil features
such as maximum camber, thickness or camber maximum po-
sition the NACA four digit series [14] is used. The NACA four
digit series describes the maximum camber (first digit), the
camber position (second digit) and the maximal thickness of
the profile (last two digits) in percentage of the chord length c.

Further investigated parameters are the rotor radius R and
the chord length c. The latter can also be varied over the ro-
tor blade length, known as taper. This can be done in various
ways, but in this work only linear taper is considered, meaning
that the chord length changes linearly with the radius R. The
same can be done with the pitch angle of the blade resulting
in a linear blade twist, another investigated parameter. There
exist other possibilities to change the performance of the rotor
blade such as lift-enhancing devices (Gurney Flaps, Turbula-
tors or Winglets) or different tip shapes. Those possibilities
can not be simulated with the BEMT code and are future work
using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).

5. RESULTS

In this chapter the simulation results for the tested rotor setups
on the given drive train of the muFly helicopter are shown. In
Fig. 4, the thrust to electrical power ratio and the thrust val-
ues for rotors with different radii at different pitch angles are
plotted. In this case the bigger radii have their thrust to power
optimum at lower pitch angles, whereas the smaller radii have
it at high pitch angles. This reflects the influence of the drive
train: the smaller blades produce less drag torque allowing the
motor to run at higher speed at high pitch angles, where the
bigger blades start to overload the motor. As expected, the
thrust increases with increased radius. Depending on the de-
sired thrust value a different radius is the most efficient choice.
For example, if a thrust value of T ≈ 0.3N is needed, a ra-
dius of R = 0.06m is the most efficient choice, while a much
higher thrust can not be achieved in this configuration and a
bigger radius has to be chosen. This applies for all the con-
sidered cases, making the thrust values an important criterion
that needs to be included in the investigations.
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FIG. 4. Simulation results for a rotor (NACA0012, c =
0.02m) with different radii (R=0.05m,0.06m,0.07m,0.08m).
Top: Thrust to electrical power ratio. Bottom: Thrust value

The result for the profile thickness (Fig. 5) shows the same
outcome as claimed in [8]. In general, a thinner airfoil seems
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to have a better performance than a thicker blade and is a
result of the strong viscosity effects. In this configuration, the
most efficient profile is the one with a thickness of 6% of the
chord length. The thrust values are all in the same range.
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FIG. 5. Simulation results for a rotor with different radii thick-
nesses. Top: Thrust to electrical power ratio. Bottom: Thrust
value.

The plot showing the maximum camber (Fig. 6) is more sur-
prising. In [8] and [15], an arc profile with 10% (of the chord
length) camber has been found much more efficient than a
symmetrical uncambered profile. Considering the whole driv-
etrain the profile with 9% camber NACA9412 shows a worse
performance than the symmetrical NACA0012 in a wide range
of pitch angles. This is again the effect of the drive train, where
the strong cambered blade overloads the electrical motor. A
good choice is the NACA4412 that shows good performance
in efficiency and thrust.
The influence of the maximum camber position on profiles with
moderate camber of 4% as plotted in Figure 7 is weak. The
NACA4412 with the maximum camber at 0.4c shows a similar
performance as the NACA4912 with maximum camber at 0.9c.
Maybe the influence is stronger for more cambered profiles,
but as seen before the stronger cambered profile showed a
bad performance.
In Figure 8 the chord length of the rotor is varied. This is iden-
tical to changing the aspect ratio AR. Since the rotor radius
is R = 0.06 the aspect ratio varies from 2.4 to 6. The results
show that the chord length c = 0.015m (AR = 4) has the
best performance over almost the whole pitch angle range.
The last two investigated parameters are blade twist and ta-
per. In Fig. 9 the performance of blades with different ta-
pers are plotted and compared to a blade with constant chord
length. The labeling TAPER2515 stands for a blade with a
chord length chub = 0.025m at the hub and ctip = 0.015m
at the rotor tip. The stronger the taper, the more efficient is
the blade. On the downside the thrust gets lower due to the
reduced chord. The reason for those two effects is the lower
thrust at the fast moving tip and thus reduced tip losses (more
efficient).
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FIG. 6. Simulation results for a rotor with different maximal
cambers. Top: Thrust to electrical power ratio. Bottom: Thrust
value.
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FIG. 7. Simulation results for a rotor with different maximal
camber positions. Top: Thrust to electrical power ratio. Bot-
tom: Thrust value.
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FIG. 8. Simulation results for an untwisted rotor with constant
radius (R = 0.08m) and chord length (c = 0.02m) using differ-
ent NACA profiles [14]. Top: Thrust to electrical power ratio.
Bottom: Thrust value.

A strong influence on the performance is found by using
twisted blades. Here the blade with 10◦ twist (higher pitch
at the hub) outperformances the other two blades in the low
pitch angles but suffers from the high drag in the high pitch
angles.
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FIG. 9. Simulation results for rotors with different taper
(NACA0012, R = 0.02m).Top: Thrust to electrical power ra-
tio. Bottom: Thrust value.

In a last step, good design features of the tested parameters
are combined to six new blades and plotted in Figure 11. The
corresponding blade parameters are shown in Table 1.
The combination reflect the behavior found in the previous
simulations. The thinnest blade N◦6 with the strongest taper
and twist performs the best over a wide range of pitch angles.
Additionally, it produces the highest thrust. Otherwise, the al-
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FIG. 10. Simulation results for rotors with different taper
(NACA0012, R = 0.02m). Top: Thrust to electrical power
ratio. Bottom: Thrust value.

N◦ Airfoil Taper Twist
1 NACA4412 1510 10◦

2 NACA4412 1510 5◦

3 NACA4412 2010 10◦

4 NACA4409 1510 10◦

5 NACA4409 1510 5◦

6 NACA4409 2010 10◦

TAB. 1. Blade parameters for the tested blades in Fig. 11.

ready seen effects apply, such as a strong lift producing blade
has the efficiency optimum at low pitch angles, where as the
others have it at high pitch angle.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper an approach for propulsion system design and
optimization for a micro helicopter is presented. Instead of
only considering the rotor aerodynamics as it is found in most
literature, the whole drive train is included in the simulation.
This approach allows to simulate the real condition on the
helicopter and to calculate the wanted efficiency quantity the
thrust to electrical power ratio. The simulation starts with a
variation of the numerical Blade Element Momentum Theory
(BEMT) in order to calculate the aerodynamic performance of
the rotor. The resulting aerodynamic torque coefficient is then
combined with the equation for the drive train to calculate the
true rotor speed. With the help of this rotor speed, the true
thrust is calculated.
In a next step, the influence of different rotor parameters on
the performance of a rotor mounted on the drive train of the
muFly helicopter is tested. The results show the strong influ-
ence of the drive train and that the presented method is more
suitable for the rotor design for micro helicopter than common
approaches only considering the aerodynamics. If the drive
train is not fix on the helicopter it is recommendable to include
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FIG. 11. Simulation results different rotor parameter combi-
nation (legend in Tab. 1). Top: Thrust to electrical power ratio.
Bottom: Thrust value.

a variation of the gearing in the simulation and design of the
propulsion system.
Future work is to simulate blades with complex shapes such
as Winglets, Gurney Flaps, different tip shapes and coaxial
configuration with the help of CFD simulations.
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